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“Symphony of Colors” 

The artists come from: 
Austria ,Belgium ,Germany ,Great Britain,
Finland ,France, Greece ,India ,Israel,Italy,
Japan,Mexico,New Zealand,Norway,
Russia,Serbia,Spain,Switzerland,and U.S.A. 

digital printing,

and America.
30

are:

19 di

Patricia Armour, Ehud Bassis, Dirk Beckedorf,
Abhijit Bhattacharya, Zina Bercovici, Latifè 
Birenheide, Claudia Birkheuer, Marissa Calbet,
Orly Coffler, Sonja Eisenberg, Lizzy Forrester,
Vera Gelert, Larisa Golubeva, Ilona Van Hoek,
Astrid Jacobs, Eugenie Jan, Anna Lisa Kaaby Aas,
Grace Keller, Spyros Kolyvas, Peter Koschak,
Waltraud Kunz, Paul Landerl, Bruno Maximus,
Manuella Muerner Marioni, Leonid Bratislav Musicki,
Marco Paseri, Anna Ravliuc, Christel Sobke,
Masakazu Tatebayashi, Yaffa Wainer



INTERNATIONAL  ART

Zina Bercovici
Curator and producer

zinaberko@gmail.com

Gathered here are artists and their artworks,
from different countries, origins and artistic
backgrounds, to offer a formidable platform for 
the artists and an opportunity for art lovers, art
dealers, curators and art collectors to view this
exciting and multifaceted exhibition. 
The art works showcased in the exhibition are
created in a variety of techniques and materials.
The many varied forms of communication
conveyed in color, image and shape, allow the
observer a rainbow experience.
These artists are represented in private collections
and museums around the world. Art is a universal 
language that connects people from all over the 
world. Circles of art do not end in one country;
they overlap and cover the world. 
Artists exhibiting together are symbolizing their 
respect for each other and are an example of
how to connect with love, with nature, and with 
what is happening in our world. I hope this exhibition 
will be the beginning of new friendships between 
different cultures. Finally, I should like to thank 
all the artists who have delivered the best of 
themselves for this exhibition.

It  is  my  pleasure  to  organized  the
"Symphony of Colors"- International
Contemporary Art Exhibition at La Galleria
Pall Mall, London. The concept of the exhibition
is based on the inspiration that the idea,
“Symphony of Colors”, stirs in each artist,
his intellectual and emotional response to color,
which has led him to the creation of his art work.
Majestic London has been a cultural centre
of art for hundreds of years.
Thirty well known artists will be honored to
present their artworks here.
The exhibition has been organized to encourage
a cultural dialogue, in the visual arts between
different cultures.
Artists come from 19 countries:
Austria ,Belgium ,Germany ,Great Britain ,Finland,
France ,Greece ,India ,Israel, Italy, Japan,
Mexico ,New Zealand ,Norway ,Russia ,Serbia,
Spain ,Switzerland,and U.S.A.



Patricia Armour | Katy | 65x65 cm | Woven tapestry
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Ehud Bassis | Relationship | 36x28 cm | mixed media on canvas
2



Dirk Beckedorf | Orange landscape | 90x90 cm | mixed media on canvas
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Zina Bercovci | Wedding | 80x60 cm | oil on canvas
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Abhijit Bhattacharya | Dream III | 121x80 cm | oil on canvas
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Latife Birenheide | Paintress I | 120x80 cm | acrylic on canvas
6



Claudia Birkheuer | The lost shoe | 145x38 cm | 60000 colored acrylic stones
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Marissa Calbet | Sailboats in the fog | 100x73 cm | oil on canvas
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Orly Coffler | Away from herd | 20x30 cm | mixed media on canvas
9



Sonja Eisenberg | The race | 18x22 cm | watercolor
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Lizzy Forrester | Where Spirits Dance | 50x61 cm | acrylic on canvas
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Vera Gelert | Untitled | 65x30x30 cm
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Larisa Golubeva | The letter | 80x60 cm | oil on canvas
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Ilona Van Hoek | Thule | 61x76 cm | oil on canvas
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Astrid Jacobs | Dame in Blue | 80x80 cm | acrylic on canvas
15



Eugenie Jan | Carre Blanc | 145x85 cm | mixed media on canvas

16



Anne Lise Kaaby Aas | It’s notes | 80x60 cm | mix media on canvas

17



Grace Keller | Chaos in equilibrium | 90x90 cm | encaustic and oil
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Spyros Kolyvas | Untitled | 18x24 cm | water color on paper

19



Peter Koschak | Symphony | 80x60 cm | acrylic on canvas
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Waltraud Kunz | Dance I | 100X80 cm | egg tempera on canvas
21



Paul Landerl | The fine line between hyper and stupid | 65x100 cm | silkprint on lithografic paper
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Bruno Maximus | Spacesoks | 100x75 cm | oil on canvas
23



Manuella Muerner Marioni | CD-Head | 100x75 cm | acrylic on canvas
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Leonid Bratislav Musicki | Laureus World Sports Awards | 56x107 cm | oil on canvas
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Marco Paseri | Sansone (Sampson) | 80x60 cm | oil on wood
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Anna Ravliuc | Sonata in the Rain | 60x81cm | oil on canvas
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Christel Sobke | Kassel Gardens in Wilhelmshöhe | 80x60cm | acrylic on canvas

28



Masakazu Tatebayashi | Kurute Rihode Mukuni | 30x21cm | giglee print on paper

29



Yaffa Wainer | Tel Michal coast | 100x70cm | oil on canvas
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